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SOME OPERATOR THEORETIC CALCULUS
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(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. If k is a positive definite kernel on the open unit disk D in the

complex plane, then we associate with it a positive definite kernel k on D

and correlate some operator theoretic properties of M(k) and M{k) , where

M(k) denotes the multiplication operator on the functional Hubert space ^(k)

associated with k . The main emphasis of this paper is on the discussion of

hyponormality and subnormality properties. We also construct a sequence of

positive definite kernels k_ (p = 1, 2, ...) on D such that M(k_ ) is a

(p + 1 )-isometry, but not a i?-isometry for any positive integer q less than or

equal to p .

If D is the open unit disk in the complex plane C, then a complex valued

function k on the bidisk D x D is said to be a positive definite kernel on D if

m

for every positive integer m , for any points A,, k2, ... , km in D, and for any

complex numbers c,, c2, ... , cm . It is well known that corresponding to any

positive definite kernel ic onfl, there exists a functional Hilbert space J?{k)

such that k serves as a reproducing kernel for ß?(ic) [3]. In this paper we deal

with diagonal positive definite kernels on D, that is, kernels k of the type

00

(1) k(z,w) = }^amz  w   ,
m=p

where p is some nonnegative integer and am > 0 for m > p. The multipli-

cation operator on S?(k) , which is assumed to be bounded, will be denoted

by M(k) . Note that M(k) can be identified with a weighted shift; in fact the

weight sequence {um} associated with M(k) is given by um - Jam/am+l [9],

so that, for an appropriate orthonormal basis em in JT(k) , M(K)em - umem+x .

The positive definite kernels K_l(z, w) = -log(l - zw), k, = 1/(1 - zw),

and k2(z, w) — \/(\/zw)    on D are diagonal. Note that, modulo constant
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factors, K_l,K1, and k2 are respectively the Dirichlet kernel, the Szegö ker-

nel, and the Bergman kernel. The operator theoretic significance of the diagonal

kernels k (z, w) = 1/(1 - zw)p   (p > 1) was illuminated in [1].

Given any diagonal positive definite kernel k on D, one may treat zw

as a single variable t to write k(z , w) as 4>(t), differentiate 4>(t) to ob-

tain (¡>'(t), and replace t in 4>'(t) by zw again to arrive at a new diago-

nal positive definite kernel k on D. Our main concern in this paper is to

correlate some operator theoretic properties of M(k) and M(k') . The mo-

tivation for such a study arises out of the observation that k'_{ = k{ and

«'j = k2 . Also, Kp = PKp+l (p > 2). For the kind of considerations used

below, it is immaterial whether one deals with M(k) or M(ax) for some pos-

itive integer a. Note that if k(z, w) = Yff^=pamzmwm, then k'(z,w) =

E^-i^+'K+i2"1"1™' (If/? = 0, the first term in k'(z,w) is to be inter-

preted as zero.) If {um = Jam/am+]} is the weight sequence associated with

M(k) , then {vm = J((m + \)am+x)/((m + 2)am+2)} is the weight sequence as-

sociated with M(k) . The shift M(k) is contractive if um < 1 for all m . It is

clear that if M(k) is contractive, then so is M(k') .

For all of the facts that are discussed in this paragraph, an excellent reference

is [9]. Recall that a bounded linear operator S on a Hubert space ß? is called

essentially normal if S*S - SS* is compact, and hyponormal if S*S - SS* is

positive. It is known that if S is a weighted shift with the associated weight

sequence {«w},then S is essentially normal if and only if (\um\ -|«m_1|2) -» 0

as m —> co, and S is hyponormal if and only if {um} is a nondecreasing

sequence. Recall that a bounded linear operator S on a Hilbert space ß? is

subnormal if there exist a Hubert space 3t containing ^ and a bounded linear

operator /VonJ such that N is normal, NMT c St and N/ßf = S. If M(k)

is contractive for a diagonal positive definite kernel k(z , w) - ^™=0 amzmwm

on Z>, then the subnormality of M(k) is equivalent to am = (i/am) being

a moment sequence on the closed interval [0, 1 ], that is, equivalent to the

existence of a positive measure p. on [0, 1] suchthat

(2) am = (l/aj= f tmdß(t)
Jo

for all nonnegative integers m. (The choice of a0 = 1 signifies // to be a

probability measure.) It was verified in [1] that M(k ) is subnormal for any

P> 1.
If the difference operator V acts on a sequence {am} accordingly as V°am =

Qm>   VQm   =  V'Qm   =  Qm ~ Qm+1 >  3nd   V^m   =  ^^"'«m)   for a11 Positive

integers k, then it is well known that {am} is a moment sequence on [0, 1]

if and only if Vkam > 0 for all k, m > 0 [10]. Note that {l/(m + 1) : m =

0, 1, ...} isa moment sequence on [0, 1], since (l/(m+l)) = /0' tm dt, where
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dt denotes the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. Moreover, for any k, m > 0,

»i
(3) Vk(\/(m+\))= j   tm(l-t)kdt = m\k\(m + k+l)\.

Jo

In particular, {l/(m + j)} is a moment sequence for any positive integer j.

Given two sequences {am} and {bm} , we have, for any nonnegative integer k ,

(4) Vk(aJJ = Í2(kW-pam+p)(VpbJ.

In Propositions 1-6, we will be dealing with diagonal positive definite kernels

k on D of the type k(z , w) — 2~^=0#m^m^'" > and M(k) will be assumed

to be contractive. (These hypotheses certainly hold for k = Kp   (p > 1).)

Proposition 1. // M(k) is essentially normal, then so is M(k') .

Proof. Let M(k) be essentially normal. Now as m —> oo, \vm\ - \vm_l\ =

((m + \)/(m + 2)){(am+i/am+2)-(aJam+l)} + (l/(m+l)(m + 2))(aJam+l)^0

since as m - oo, ((am+Jam+2) - (ajam+l)) - 0, and (ajam+l)(= u2J is

bounded for all m .   D

Proposition 2. If M(k) is hyponormal, then so is M(k') .

Proof. If M(k) is hyponormal, then am+iam+} < am+2 for all m. Hence

Vm = V/((m+1KH-l)/((™ + 2K!+2)

< vm+l = \/((m + 2K+2)/((™ + Dam+i)    for all w.    D

Proposition 3. If M(k) is hyponormal, then so is M(k + k) .

Proof. The weight sequence {w  } corresponding to M(k + k) is given by

Wm = \l^am + (m + l)am+i)/(öm+i + (m + 2)am+2)

Note that wm < wm+l for all m if amam+2 < am+l , amam+i < am+]am+2 for

all m.   D

Proposition 4. // M(k) is subnormal, then so is M(k') .

Proof. Suppose M(k) is subnormal. Then V am > 0 for all k, m > 0, where

% = l/am. If ß,„ = l/((m + l)am+l) = am+l/(m + l), then for any k,m>0,
using (4),

k

and it follows from (3) that Vkßm>0.   D

For a given sequence {am}, use q(A:, m) to denote (^)V _mam . Theorem

A and Theorem B below are quoted from [11].
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Theorem A [11, Chapter III, Theorem 5]. A sequence {am} satisfies

(5)
to

for some <f> in Lp[0, 1]   (p > \) if and only if there exists some constant L

such that
k

am= [ tm<f>Wdt      (m = 0, 1,...)
Jo

(6) (k + i)p lj2\a(k>m)\p<L    (£ = 0,1,...).
m=0

Theorem B [11, Chapter III, Theorem 6]. A sequence {am} satisfies

(7) <*m= f tm<t>(t)dt       (m = 0, 1,...)
Jo

for some <f> bounded on [0, 1] if and only if there exists some constant L such

that

(8) (k + \)\a(k, m)\ < L       (k, m = 0, 1, ... ; m < k).

If M(k) is subnormal for k(z, w) = Y^m=oamzm™m > tnen M(k) is said

to be subnormal of the p'th power type (subnormal of the bounded type) if the

sequence am = (l/aw) satisfies (5) ((7)). Note that for any p > 2, M(kp) is

of the bounded type with 4>(t) = (1 - t)p~2/((p - 2)!).

Proposition 5. If M(k) is subnormal of the p'th power type (bounded type),

then so is M(k') .

Proof Let am = \/am and ßm = l/((m+l)am+l) = am+l/(m+l) for m>0.

Now for any k > 0, using (3) and (4), we have

(k+l)p~lJ2\ß(k,m)\p
m=0

= (*+ir'E
m=0

k

k\  y¡T (k -m\      k-m-q

m) fe\    q
1

m+l+q       m + I

m=0

k\ y^ i (k - m

m) ¿~*'   9=0

k+ 1
m + q + .)}

"{(
k + l

m + q + 1
_fc+l— m—?— 1
V a

m\q\
m+q+l   y(m + q+iy 0}

-(*+ir!E
m=0

k-m

E
a(fc + 1, m + ? + 1 )

1

(* + l)

it

£
m=0

?=0

k — m

(k+l)

^ a(rC + 1 , W + <? + 1 )

q=0
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Now if M(k)  is subnormal of the p'th power type, then using the Holder

inequality and (6) of Theorem A, we have

k—m

Y^a(k+\,m + q+\)
9=0

k—m

<(k-m + i/'-'^í J2 |o(* + 1, m + q + l)\p >
9=0

<£»*

for some L. Hence

k k

(k + If1 ¿ \ß(k, m)\p < 7F1T- ¿ L = L
m=0 l     "^    j m=0

and Af (k) is subnormal of the p'th power type by Theorem A.

If M(k) is subnormal of the bounded type, then it is clear from the compu-

tations above and (8) of Theorem B that, for some L,

k—m

(k + l)\ß(k, m)\ < ^2 \a(k + 1, » + « + 1)|
9=0

k-m

< ]T L/(Ä: + 2) < L   fork,m = 0, 1,... ; m<k.
9=0

Hence by Theorem B, M(k') is subnormal of the bounded type.   D

Remark. Recall that if k and i are positive definite kernels on D, then so are

k(z , w) + i(z, w) and k(z , w)i(z, w) [3]. If we choose

oo oo
Em—m j v"v    m   m_m

z  w      and   i = >   e  z  w   ,

m=0 m=0

then it is easy to see that M(k) and M(i) are subnormal, but M(k + i) is not.

(The sequences {am = 1} and {ßm - e~m} are moment sequences on [0, 1],

but V4((a0/?0)/(a0 + ß0)) < 0.) In [8] N. Salinas raised the rather difficult

question of the subnormality or otherwise of M(ki) in case both M(k) and

M(i) are subnormal. In view of Proposition 6 and our observations before, one

may wish to examine the subnormality or otherwise of M (k + k') or M(kk)

in case M(k) is subnormal. Incidentally, it follows from Proposition 2 and the

considerations in [4] that M(kk') is hyponormal in case M(k) is.

Proposition 6. For any positive integer p, M(k + k') is subnormal.

Proof. Since {l/(m + 2)} is a moment sequence on [0, 1], the subnormality

of M(kx + k[) is obvious. For p > 2, if

(Kp + K'p)(Z>W) = tlI/mZ
m_m

W     .

m=0
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then

{p-i p

Y[(m + q) + Y[(m + q)
9=1 9=1

= 1/ ¡(m+p+l)Y[(m + q)

Now {l/^m} is a moment sequence on [0, 1] in view of (3) and (4).   D

Just as one can obtain a kernel k by "differentiating" k , one can obtain

a kernel k by "integrating" k . In fact, k° = k_x and one may continue

the process of integration to generate a sequence of diagonal positive definite

kernels K_p (p > 1) on D. Indeed, k_x(z,w) = -log(l - zw) and for

P>2,
~              zm+p-l-m+p-l

K      (Z,W)=   >     —-.-—-— .
~Py        '     ¿-^ m(m+ 1 )••• (m+p- 1)

m-\

The reader may choose to identify %*(k    )   (p > 1) with the space of all those

analytic functions

oo

f(z) = ^2,amzm   on D for which

^ryy/j/^^l^l-lzlY"1^

(Q\ m=p

is finite, where f (z) denotes the p'th derivative of / with respect to z.

(If K-p w(z) = K_ (z, w) and (•, •) denotes the inner product correspond-

ing to the norm || • ||     , then it is easy to check that for any / in %*(k_ ),

(f,K_pw)_p^f(w).)
Note that while M(k ) (p > 1) are contractive, M(k_ ) (p > 1) are

"expansive"; indeed, the weight sequence associated with M(tc_p) (p > 1) is

{\J(m + p)/m : m = 1,2,...}. Also, this sequence is decreasing. In some

sense, the kernel kx occupies a unique position in the class {k , K : p —

1,2,...}.
The easy proof of the following proposition is left to the reader.

Proposition 7. If k = J2m=P am1™™™ " any diagonal positive definite kernel on

D such that the weight sequence associated with M(k) is nonincreasing, then so

is the weight sequence associated with M(k + k - a zpwp).

What structural properties are enjoyed by M(k_) (p > 1)? Note that

M(k_x)  is simply the Dirichlet shift, which is known to be a two-isometry;

that is, \-2M(k_x)*M(k_x) + M(k_x)*2M(k_x)2 = 0, where I is the identity

operator and 0 is the zero operator.   In general, for p > 1, one says that a
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bounded linear operator 5 ona Hubert space %? is a p-isometry if

s<-<>(io) 2J(_1) l-),s ■r = 0-
9=0

Note that any p-isometry is also a (p + l)-isometry. A 1-isometry is simply

an isometry and the study of 2- and 3-isometries has already received some

attention [2, 6, 7]. Proposition 8 justifies the introduction of the kernels K

Cp>i).
Proposition 8. For any positive integer p, M(k_p) is a (p + \)-isometry, but

not a q-isometry for any positive integer q <p.

Proof. Since the weight sequence corresponding to M(k_) is {\J(m + p)/m :

m— 1,2,...}, it is easy to see from (10) that checking whether M(k_ ) is a

rc-isometry or not amounts to checking whether Am k is equal to zero for all

m or not, where

^,*-■+£<-<) n(
9-1   .

' m +p + s

m + s9=1 x    '   5=0

Given a real a, if we define (a)0 = 1, (a,) = a, and (a)n = a(a-f-l)- • ■ (a + n-

>.1) for any positive integer n > 2, then Ampk = Eg=o(-l)9(q)(m+P)q/(m)g

Now

k

(-')>)A,r,i=gC){(-')'-î^}(».+rt,

= ¿(j<-m-* + 1W»>+í>v
9=0   Vy/

It follows then from Vandermonde's Theorem (see [5, Chapter XXI]) that

(-1)*(»0*W-<P-* + *)*•

Clearly, Am p k = 0 if k=p + l and Am p k¿0 if l<k<p.   a

The author hopes that, for any positive integer p,  M(tc_ )  will play an

important role in the construction of a canonical model for a (p + l)-isometry.
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